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THE
FARM AT CAPE
KIDNAPPERS

NEW ZEALAND

Cliffs, farmland, and indulgence.
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Food at Kidnappers is
outstanding; even the pickiest
lodge-comparers agreed.

T

HE FARM at Cape Kidnappers
was our first stop in New Zealand,
having flown the nation’s flagship
carrier from Los Angeles and connected onward to Napier/Hawkes
Bay Airport. Service on Air New
Zealand’s Business Premier class to
Auckland perfectly cemented the Kiwis’s reputation for
being warm and witty. Unless you’re flying private, Air
New Zealand is the way to go coming from the states.
After the long, winding, and beautiful drive from the
security gate to the Farm at Cape Kidnappers (about a half
hour), we were greeted enthusiastically and spent mere
moments checking in. From there, we were escorted to
our Lodge Suite, where we dropped everything and made
a beeline for a late breakfast on the glassed-in veranda.
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The view was spectacular, across sheep-dotted pastures
to cliffs plunging into the sapphire Pacific.
Cape Kidnappers is one of three Relais & Chateaux
lodges owned by American Julian Robertson, founder
of the Tiger Fund. Guest conversations at wine hour
inevitably end in comparisons of the three lodges.
The lodge itself is rustic, anchored by a silo, but the
interior is more Ralph Lauren than Farmer John, and
aside from the wood and stone, there are eclectic bits
from as far afield as Bali and Mexico. Robertson and his
late wife were art collectors, and the lodge is filled with
arresting works. As it should be, the décor of the suites
is mostly neutral with pops of color in pillow.
Once you’ve seen the Owner’s Cottage you might
want to skip the other 20 keys. It can be taken as two or
four bedrooms, with a full kitchen, an outdoor jacuzzi,
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a soaring-ceilinged open great room with a dramatic
stone fireplace, and views, views, views.
That said, the Hilltop Suites are lovely, including
fireplaces and bathtubs with views. We enjoyed our
Lodge Suite for its proximity to everything, the balcony,
and well-stocked wet bar. On the down side, the bathroom—while very large—was a bit dark and the view
from our bathtub was a wall.
Service is friendly and efficient. Housekeeping
seemed to always know when we’d be out, and we
never returned to find the room unmade or our cookie
jar or coffee unreplenished.
We woke at dawn to birds chirping and lambs bleating. Kidnappers is 6,000 acres of rolling meadows and
forest, much of which is now surrounded by a predator
fence. The islands were once just forest and birds, which,

over eons sans predators, had taken to nesting on the
ground. Predatory mammals brought by settlers have
ravaged their population.
A favorite lodge activity is a CanAm tour in a large
ATV that can venture into cliff-sheltered coves, along
riverbeds, and through the sheep and cattle meadows.
We were overwhelmed by the immense population of
gannets on the cliff ’s edge near the golf course, where
females were nesting with their hatchlings. They can
be seen from September to May.
Kidnappers’ Tom Doak-designed 71-par golf course
can be challenging. On several holes, you’ll be on the
cliffs’ edge. Many guests interrupt the 18 holes with
lunch and drinks in the clubhouse, where there’s a pro
shop with everything you could possibly want, as well
as changing rooms and lockers.
Food at Kidnappers is outstanding; even the pickiest lodge-comparers agreed. Lunch and dinner menus
change daily. There’s a nightly tasting menu, which can
be paired with wines. The staff can also set up private
dinners in any number of romantic nooks, or in a game
room for children.
As our stay came to an end, and we were moving on
to Kauri Cliffs, we would soon be qualified to join in the
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DOS & DON’TS
DO book early for treatments at the three-room spa.
DO taste your way through the world-famous Hawkes Bay Wine District, and
toss in a visit to Napier’s art deco center city.
DON’T forget to walk over to the aviary. Kiwi breeding didn’t exactly pan
out, but it’s been converted to breed tuataras, which are lizard-like creatures
who’ve survived since dinosaur times. There are also plenty of parrots and tuis.
DON’T skip the evening wine hour. It’s a chance to meet fellow guests, and
Sommelier Sonja Eberly, who will be delighted to discuss your preferences.
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pastime of comparing Robertson lodges. With or without
comparison, it was hard to find anything to dislike about
Kidnappers, which is as perfect for romance as it is for
families, or even a retreat for one.

....

The Farm at Cape Kidnappers
Te Awanga, New Zealand
General Manager: Kris Shepherd
capekidnappers.com
@capekidnappers
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THE LODGE AT
KAURI CLIFFS

NEW ZEALAND

Northern beauty.
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T

H E K E R I K E R I /Bay of Islands
Airport on the far north of New Zealand’s North Island was hardly larger
than a three-car garage. When our
suitcase failed to materialize, the
staff all gathered to assure us that it
would be resolved. In fact, it arrived
on the next flight and would be cheerfully delivered to
us at Kauri Cliffs before we’d even missed it.
Kauri Cliffs, Julian Robertson’s original lodge, is set
on 6,000 acres of rich farmland and dramatic coastline,
with 22 cottage suites and a cleanly modern Owner’s
Cottage (although several more expansive cottages are
under construction for Robertson’s sons).
After a 30-minute drive, our car pulled up to a porchframed lodge where we were greeted warmly, quickly
checked in, and shown to our Deluxe Suite a short stroll
away. We were instantly at home. The Deluxe Suite, in a
side-by-side duplex cottage, has French doors opening
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to a terrace, views across the golf course to the ocean,
and comfortable wicker armchairs before a fireplace.
There’s a walk-in closet, a wet bar, and a spacious bathroom where a soaking tub has a window on ferns and
flowers. Simply watching the light change across the
rolling golf fairways was fulfilling.
We spent most of the afternoon exploring. A short
drive through gated pastures led down to Pink Beach,
one of the lodge’s three beaches—one sandy and calm,
one better for surfing, and one pink on account of an
accumulation of millions of tiny ocean-smoothed shell
pieces. The lodge hosts weekly barbecue nights here.
A short walk from the lodge is a giant, 800-year-old
coniferous kauri tree, which, with some luck, might
make it to 2,000. To that end, you’re asked to clean
your shoes before venturing along the boardwalk to
this mystical, awe-inspiring ancient rivaled only by the
sequoia. Another short drive takes you to beautiful falls
amid ferns and mossy trees.
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The David Harman-designed golf course,
with recent upgrades by Rees Jones, has 15 holes
with views of the bay, six of which venture out
onto cliffs.
Kauri Cliffs’s lodge is very traditionally decorated
by Virginia Fisher, who has designed the interiors for
all the Robertson lodges. In fact, as far as we can tell,
she seems to have decorated most every luxury lodge
in the country. A wine hour is held in the great room,
with dueling fireplaces, plush sofas and chairs, blue
and white porcelain, and French doors leading to a long
balcony. On our second night, a local troop of Maori
dancers put on a wonderful heartfelt performance
that was anything but touristy and perfectly timed for
guests’ attention span.
Dinner is served formally (jackets required for gents),
and there’s a nightly tasting menu with wine pairings
available. On chilly evenings, heating lamps and a fireplace keep tables on the outdoor terrace warm. The
food is delicious, although not quite as artful as Cape
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Kidnappers (we were already comparing). Service was
impeccable. It was friendly, but faultless; the kind of
attentiveness you don’t necessarily notice because
everything’s going so smoothly.
The David Harman-designed golf course, with
recent upgrades by Rees Jones, has 15 holes with views
of the bay, six of which venture out onto cliffs. Everyone raves about the course. Non-guests frequently
helicopter in to play, although it is never crowded.
There’s also a full pro shop, changing rooms, and the
choice of a casual lunch spot or the more formal lodge
restaurant upstairs.
We only made it past the spa for a look, unfortunately. It is full-service, including a Vichy room, a
couples’ room with fireplace, and an additional two
treatment rooms. A sauna, jacuzzi, indoor pool, and
exercise room complete the offerings. The spa is tucked
into thick rainforest (but is only a short walk from the
suites). On approach, light filters soothingly through
treetops and ferns. It’s one of the most alluring small
spas we’ve seen.
By the end of our short visit to Kauri Cliffs, we fully
understood why the Robertsons chose this location,
and why their lodge circuit has been so tremendously
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....

successful. This is the sort of place that’s very difficult to
leave behind. We could have stayed indefinitely.

The Lodge at Kauri Cliffs
Matauri Bay, New Zealand
General Manager: Martin Hamilton
kauricliffs.com
@kauricliffs

DOS & DON’TS
DO sign up for a helicopter trip over the stunning
Bay of Islands.
DO consider the two-bedroom Owner’s Cottage
if you’re traveling with family. It has its own pool,
a glass-walled great room opening onto a leafy
courtyard, and a number of stunning art pieces
on display.
DO take a picnic to Pink Beach if your stay
doesn’t include a barbecue night there.
DON’T miss out on the Maori dance
performance.
DON’T skip the spa. It’s simply magical.
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MATAKAURI
LODGE

O MATTER HOW window-seat-averse you
may be, it’s the place to be when flying into
Queenstown in the Southern Alps of New
Zealand’s South Island. No sooner does your
flight clear the dramatic mountain ranges
than the startling blue of Lake Wakatipu
spreads out below, causing a universal gasp.
We were on our way to the third Robertson property, Matakauri
Lodge, which is a mere 15 minutes outside town but another world
completely. This 13-key boutique resort lacks the thousands of farmland acres and golf courses of the first two lodges. It was also not orig-

At one with the mountains and lake.
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inally built by Robertson, but it’s on one of the most stunning spots
you’ll find anywhere, on a ridge along the lake with views across the
water to the jagged Remarkables Range and Cecil and Walter Peaks.
We were greeted as our car pulled into the entrance, quickly
checked in and shown to our Deluxe Suite, where we sat without
moving for quite some time, mesmerized by the view through floorto-ceiling windows.
The long rectangular bathroom of this category suite ends in a
soaking tub smack against the window, with plenty of bubble bath
for multiple indulgences. Even from the shower at the far end, there’s
a view. The bedroom, walk-in closet, and bathroom are on a raised
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The longer we stayed at Matakauri, the more
it bewitched us.
level reached by L-shaped steps from the living room.
The views are just as good from the open bedroom,
where there are white wood shutters you can close
at night. There’s a fireplace in the living room and an
outdoor deck. An awkward built-in minibar and coffee
and tea setup is at the L of the steps, and on the other
side is a built-in ironing board closet.
Naturally, Matakauri was decorated by Virginia
Fisher, the ubiquitous designer of New Zealand’s luxury
accommodations. The Deluxe Suites appear to be her
ode to IKEA, with light wood, budget-looking modern
seating, a lot of orange, and pumpkin accent walls.
We enjoyed the suite for its views and airiness,
but would more confidently recommend the Owner’s
Cottage, which can be taken as either two or four bed-
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rooms. The great room has multiple seating clusters, a
more muted, chic taupe theme, a hot tub on a long balcony looking over the lake, and an outdoor barbecue
area. There’s a discreetly placed full kitchen in case
you opt for privately prepared meals. The staff like to
see how long it takes you to notice the Picasso vase on
a cupboard next to the fireplace.
The lodge dining room has the same glorious lake
views, and as at other Robertson lodges, a nightly tasting menu in addition to a la carte choices. It’s also possible to have cocktails or meals at tables on the wood
deck outdoors, where the seating area is anchored by
an outdoor fireplace.
The food is very good, although service was a little
shaky. Queenstown has become almost prohibitively
expensive for workers, so it’s hard to attract great permanent staff. To this end, Matakauri has begun providing
lodging for their staff. We shouldn’t forget to mention that
there were a few standout staff members—housekeeping
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was efficient and accommodating—but the young women
at the front desk were at times completely clueless.
The Queenstown area is all about adventure. In
winter, there’s skiing and snowboarding, and in the
rest of the year, golf, fishing, hiking, kayaking, hang
gliding, bungee jumping, and sky diving. There is also
a relaxing winery with lunch among the vines.
The longer we stayed at Matakauri, the more it
bewitched us. We’ll never forget the last night’s fiery
sunset. In the end, despite its shortcomings, we tore
ourselves from the view and the bubble baths with
great reluctance.

....

Matakauri Lodge
Queenstown, New Zealand
General Manager: Emanuel Grosch
matakaurilodge.com
@matakaurilodge

DOS & DON’TS
DO take a stroll along the lake on the trail below
the lodge and enjoy the wildflowers.
DO consider a helicopter trip to Milford Sound
and the fjord area, stopping at four breathtaking
areas along the way, including the deserted
western coastline.
DO venture through the iron gate amongst the
bushes. Inside, there’s a lovely swimming pool,
an exercise room, and two treatment rooms,
although there’s no dedicated spa just yet.
DON’T go out hiking without some repellant
(and sunscreen). There are some nasty flies out
there, and the rays can be quite intense. The front
desk will provide both.
DON’T miss the evening wine (or cocktail) hour
and its wonderful array of canapés. On summer
evenings, sit outdoors because you can never
have too much of that view and mountain air.
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